MMDVM Hot Spot Modification (Net-Switcher) Updated Version
Roger Clark (VK3KYY) back in November 2018 posted on his blog an interesting modification to the
Jumbo/Zum spots, be it simplex or repeater boards, as long as the processor board used is a Raspberry Pi.
Original Article by Roger:
https://www.rogerclark.net/mmdvm-hotspot-hardware-network-switch/
What Roger did was to use one of the GPIO unused pins on the Pi, with a bit of code, created the ability to
change MMDVM configuration with the use of a switch.
On the picture the red wire is connected to
the +3V The Black wire is Ground.
The resistor should be a 10K.
The wiring is thus
10k to C
3V to NO
Gnd to NC
I placed the resistor on the C of the switch.
The NC or NO can be swapped around, it
does not matter to the way the mod works.
Note that all Raspberry Pi Header pins are
the same so be it a Zero or B+ makes no
difference.

The Added Code
Later in this article I will show the code, first I will explain the concept.
Using Pi-Star, when changes are done to the configuration, these changes are recorded in a configuration file
called MMDVM, in normal operations, changes can only take place by using the tools provided within Pi-Star.
What the modification does is to allow two version of configurations files to exist, upon the selecting a position
with the switch, that configuration is loaded and enabled, becoming a simple way to run two different modes,
for example DMR+ on one position and DMR Brandmeister on the other, or any other mix of configurations.
Roger's original code, did not allow any changes to
the configurations once saved into the device, it was
necessary to manually copy the altered configuration
into the system.
I modified the code, so that any mode change to either
configurations is saved by moving the switch to the
alternate position. This works well and easy to
implement.
I further found that the code was limited on what
configurations it would work on, that is, it only
worked on DMR, with some Fusion setting, other
setting mixes of modes the likes of NXDN including
some YSF2XX modes, did not work. This is now
sorted, allowing any mix of configurations to be
saved.
The hardware modification, is as before, consists the use of an unused GPIO pin on the Pi, with the application
of 0Volts (Pull Low) or +3 V (Pull High) via the 10 K resistor, providing the manner to control what
configuration is to applied.

One would ask why should I do this modification ?
With the recent changes to the DMR Marc network using the IPSC servers, doing away with the select reflector
method, is now more like Brandmaister method, the use of DMR gateway is no longer necessary in the
configuration, both system are operated by direct talk group selection, doing away with the old method that of
reflector selection followed by the relative talk group . On an operational point of view, this simplifies things
doing away with one step, when selecting a talk group.

How the Code Works
The configuration settings are stored in several configuration file backups, of the modes and networks selected,
every time the system is started, the set of backups are loaded into the configuration files relative to the switch
position, even if the switch position is changed when the unit is turned off, upon start up the correct files get
loaded relative to that switch position.
When the unit is turned on, any configuration changes for that switch position are saved by changing the switch
to the other position, repeating the process to save the other alternate configuration.

Installing the script
Changes the install procedure have been made, the script code will be downloaded from GitHub to your device.
some commands are still required to complete the install.

Follow these steps
a/ On the Pi-Star Click on Configuration
b/ Click on Expert
c/ Click on SSH Access
You now need to log into the system, enter your
user name, default is "pi-star"
then the password, default is "raspberry"
Next we need to change the Pi file system read
write.
At the prompt enter rpi-rw
The end of the prompt will change from (ro) to (rw)

Next we will import the code from Git Hub
At the prompt we insert the following line
curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/vk2ymu/Net-Switcher/master/Net-Switcher.sh > net-switcher.sh
You can copy and paste ..

Click enter and the scripts with the file name net-switcher.sh will be installed
You can confirm this by typing at the prompt "ls" (No quotes)
The following command turns the script into an executable code
sudo chmod +x net-switcher.sh
if you do the ls command, you will note the name has now turned to a green colour, indicating the code is now
in executable form.

We now make the code executable on start-up, we need to insert a command line in a file called "rc.local"
The following command opens this file in editing mode
At the prompt type or paste sudo nano /etc/rc.local

Press Enter, carefully scroll down to the end of the file, above the line exit 0 add the text
/home/pi-star/net-switcher.sh &

Once done click CTRL X followed with Y the file is now patched
You can now exit the editing console, type "exit"
Once you have a dialog on your screen "Connect"
Turn off the power on the Pi
Turn it back on and configure the switch positions to your desired modes.
This command is used for diagnostics sudo ./net-switcher.sh not required if all installed as it should have.
Using the above command, on the terminal screen you will see the activity of the code as the switch is changed
from one mode to the other.
The files installed should look like this after having exercised the switch, note that the changing of the switch
position creates the backup files.

Confirming that the correct files exist, your screen should look as this. (Type "ls at the prompt.)

Now we confirm that the back up files have been created.
Type at the prompt "cd configs" press enter

The created back up files will look as the above screen

Recognizing the following contributors
Roger Clark VK3KYY for the original concept
Earnest Ganuelas VK2ERG Linux Script Mentoring
Scott Evans VK7HSE Linux Mentoring
I am ignorant of Linux operating system, the help received from VK2ERG and VK7HSE has allowed me to
create the script code used in this modification, scripting language is very similar in structure to the C language,
something I am familiar with, however the syntax for variables with some functions differs, it was fun working
it out...
Have fun.
VK2YMU

